Unlock pure, unstoppable power with the Lenovo Yoga Slim 7i Pro designed on Intel® Evo™. This incredibly compact, ultra-thin laptop packs a 120Hz touchscreen, offers the best overall mobile performance with Intel® Evo™*, now featuring 12th Generation Intel® Core™ H Series processors and Intel® Arc™ dedicated graphics. The QHD 16:10 display features 100% sRGB color accuracy and ultra-thin bezels on a huge 16” screen, giving you some crucial added work space.

**WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO YOGA SLIM 7I PRO (16”, 7)**

**Ultimate performance. Uncompromised battery life.**

You no longer need to compromise between power and mobility. Paired with amazing battery life, Intel® Evo™ now featuring the 12th Generation Intel® Core™ H Series processors distribute performance where you need it most – saving you time and increasing your ability to do the things you want. With a first-of-its-kind design, experience the power of a processor designed for real-world multitasking. Intel® Arc™ graphics allow you to crunch through everything from 8K video processing to AI-accelerated photo editing, while enjoying higher quality more realistic gaming.

**Transport your visuals to a higher realm**

Designed for extensive creative sessions, the pristine QHD IPS touchscreen display runs seamless visuals in smooth motion with a rapid 120Hz refresh rate. Enable massive productivity with the 16:10 increased usable screen size, and view it all with true-to-life 100% sRGB color accuracy. Work, game, and watch videos in any environment on the up-to-500-nits bright display.

**Optimize your user experience with AI**

Powered by our AI Engine+, your Yoga is now a much smarter PC: more secure, fluid and fast, and crucially, more intuitive – knowing what you need before you do and responding in real time. With Adaptive Performance, accelerate performance or enhance battery life and acoustics while keeping your connection stable. With Intelligent Sense, get immediate secure access, sharpen up your resolution and visuals, issue voice and gesture commands, minimize ambient noise, and more. And with Integrated Security, your device is more secure and protected than ever before.

---

* In thin & light Windows-based PCs, Intel’s comprehensive laptop innovation program Project Athena ensures all designs with the Intel Evo brand have been tested, measured and verified against a premium specification and key experience indicators. Testing results as of August 2020, and do not guarantee individual laptop performance. See intel.com/Evo for details. Results may vary for advertised systems and power and performance vary by use, configuration and other factors.
SPECIFICATIONS
Yoga Slim 7 Pro 16IAH7*

PERFORMANCE
Processor
Intel® Core™ i5-12500H
Intel® Core™ i7-12700H
Operating System
Windows 11
Graphics
Intel® Arc™ A370M

MEMORY
LPDDR5 4266 MHz

PROCESSOR
Intel® Core™ i5-12500H (2nd wave)
Intel® Core™ i7-12700H

CORES
4

DISPLAY
16" 2.5K (2560 x 1600) Touch IPS, 500 nits, 100% sRGB, 120Hz, 16:10, Dolby Vision®, TÜV Low Blue Light Certification

DIMENSIONS (W x D x H)
256 x 245.9 x as thin as 17.4

WEIGHT
Starting at 2.1 kg (4.6 lbs) (TBD)

Hinge
150°

Color
Storm Grey

LENOVO CO2 OFFSET SERVICES
Now give back to the environment in a tangible way! Lenovo CO2 Offset Service gives you a simple and transparent way to offset carbon emissions and help the environment by supporting one of several United Nations Climate Action projects, including those that help to improve renewable energy, reduce air pollution, or enhance safe waste disposal, all of this at the click of a button.

LENOVO SERVICES
Lenovo Premium Care Plus
The ultimate PC support experience, with you as our 24/7 priority. Enjoy personalized hardware and software support from a global network of elite technicians, along with extensive solutions that protect your PC from accidental damage, battery degradation, and ensures optimized PC performance and security.

Lenovo Smart Performance
Smart Performance Services within Lenovo Vantage keep your system running at optimum performance and proactively fix issues that affect PC performance, internet performance, remove malware, and improve device security.

Lenovo Accidental Damage Protection
Avoid the hassles of unexpected damage & repair costs. With coverage for drops, spills, electric surges, and broken LCD screens, accidental damage protection makes it easy to repair your PC's and ensures your device is up and running fast.

Lenovo Smart Privacy Services
Smart Privacy Services within Lenovo Vantage puts you in control of your privacy with an intelligent software that makes your browsing experience more private by blocking third-party web trackers, secures your online accounts, encrypts your Wi-Fi connection, monitors your information for exposure in organizational data breaches, and removes your profiled data from select organizations on the internet.

Lenovo Sealed Battery Warranty
Long-lasting battery life is not just a feature but a necessity to help you stay productive and connected all day long. Protect your PC's sealed battery from degradation, enjoy hassle-free battery replacement service, and safeguard your future battery failure with our Sealed Battery Warranty Service.

Lenovo Warranty Extensions
Gain complete peace of mind by extending your warranty to up to 3 years. 

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
McAfee® LiveSafe™
Register McAfee® to enjoy these benefits in your FREE 30-day trial.

• Award-winning Antivirus
• Password Manager
• Multi-device Compatibility
• Identity Theft Protection
• Safe Web Browsing
• Free Customer Support

PRELOADED SOFTWARE
• Windows 11 Home/Pro
• Lenovo Vantage
• Microsoft Office 2021
• McAfee® LiveSafe™
• Amazon Alexa
• Dolby® Access (Dolby Vision® and Atmos®)

CONNECTIVITY
WLAN
2x2 WiFi 802.11ax
Bluetooth®
Bluetooth® 5.1

Input/Output (I/O) Ports
2 x USB-A 3.2 Gen 1
1 x SD Card
1 x HDMI™ 2.0
1 x Thunderbolt™ 4 Type-C™
1 x Square DC-In
1 x Audio Jack

LENOVO ENGINE
With Lenovo AI
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